Homecheck® Professional Flood Report

Protect you and your clients with a Homecheck Professional® Flood Report

It is estimated that as much as 10% of residential properties are not insurable at standard rates (JBA). A lack of affordable flood insurance can impact on a property’s future valuation, mortgage application and saleability.

Failure to discuss flood risk reports with clients may, if subsequently they suffer flood damage, lead to suggestions that your practice did not carry out adequate due diligence.

“IT IS A STANDARD CONDITION OF ALL MORTGAGES FOR THE PROPERTY TO BE COVERED BY STANDARD BUILDINGS INSURANCE, INCLUDING FLOOD COVER, FOR THE FULL TERM OF THE CONTRACT, IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE BORROWER AND THE LENDER. IF INSURANCE IS NOT AVAILABLE, THEN IT IS UNLIKELY THAT A PROPERTY WILL BE MORTGAGEABLE.”

The Council of Mortgage Lenders

EA Historical Flood Events
Understanding past flooding events is useful as part of your assessment of current flood risk at a specific site. If some of those floods were on sites you manage or similar to yours, you could investigate the impacts those floods had to understand the extent to which the community or organisation was prepared and able to respond to those flood events.

Expert professional risk assessment
Every Homecheck Professional Flood Report includes assurance of an independent risk assessment from experienced consultants at Argyll Environmental.

Insurability assessment
Advise your clients if the site is likely to be insurable at standard terms.

Next steps & recommendations
As well as indicating the level of flood risk, Homecheck provides you with positive options to help mitigate and manage flood risk on a particular property, enabling you to provide value-added advice to your clients. Property level protection measures, such as door guards and air-brick covers, benefit properties in locations of lower population density where flood defences may not be cost-effective.
Other products you may wish to consider:

Subsidence: 1 in 5 homes at risk

The British Geological Survey estimates that 1 in 5 homes (6.5 million properties) are at risk of being affected by shrink/swell subsidence.

**Subsidence Risk Services from Property Assure and Landmark**
- The first report to use actual subsidence claims data
- The reports don’t just flag up issues; they provide guidance and additional investigative services
- Objective and independent view of subsidence risk
- Certificate including full explanation of subsidence and its causes
- Technical Helpline support – our Building Surveyors are a call away to discuss any aspect of subsidence
- £2 million PI

**Subsidence Risk Rating–Postcode**

| Price | £15 exc VAT |

For more information visit: www.subsidencesupport.co.uk

---

Complete the planning picture with nearby developments and planning applications

Selecting and buying the right home can be a lengthy and costly process, so once your client has picked their new home it is important they are aware of any potential changes within the surrounding area before proceeding with the purchase.

**What’s included in Plansearch Plus:**
- Commercial and residential planning applications
- Comprehensive data on land use designations
- Rights of way
- Radio and telephone mast
- Variable urban and rural search radii for concise and intelligently sized reports
- Average property price data
- Detailed socio-demographic overview
- Theft insurance claims data – unique to Landmark
- Local educational performance

**Plansearch Plus**

| Price | £31 exc VAT |